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When should small molecule crystallographers publish raw data



DDDWG recommendations

IUCr DDDWG Recommendations (top two)

•Authors should provide a permanent and prominent link from their article to 

the raw data sets which underpin their journal publication and associated 

database deposition of processed diffraction data (e.g. structure factor amplitudes 

and intensities) and coordinates, and which should obey the 'FAIR' principles, that 

their raw diffraction data sets should be Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and 

Re-usable (https://www.force11.org/group/fairgroup/fairprinciples).

•A registered Digital Object Identifier (doi) should be the persistent identifier of 

choice (rather than a Uniform Resource Locator, url) as the most sustainable way 

to identify and locate a raw diffraction data set.

2011-2017

https://www.force11.org/group/fairgroup/fairprinciples
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FAIR for raw data in crystallography



DataCite: “x-ray diffraction” 47389 works

 Raw images data, powder data, processed data or papers

• Figshare
• Dryad
• Mendeley
• DataShare Edinburgh
• Universities of Manchester, Leeds, Bath, 

Aberdeen, Cambridge, St. Andrews, Strathclyde, 
Bristol, Cardiff, Utah

• Geological data

provides persistent identifiers (DOIs) for research data
and other research outputs

Raw data mostly:
• SBGrid
• IRRMC
• Zenodo
• CXI
• MX-RDR/RepOD



Raw data archive options for Chemical Crystallography

Typical data set size (dependent on resolution and detector type): 100 MB – 4 GB

Do (service) crystallographers have the infrastructure to archive all raw data?
 University repository
 Public repository
 Neutron/Synchrotron facility
 Hard drive/DVD/tape

 Funding agency adhere to Open Science policies: 
 all research data should become publicly available 



Raw data archive options for Chemical Crystallography

Typical data set size (dependent on resolution and detector type): 100 MB – 4 GB

Do (service) crystallographers have the infrastructure to archive all raw data?
 University repository
 Public repository      -> Zenodo
 Neutron/Synchrotron facility
 Hard drive/DVD/tape

 Funding agency adhere to Open Science policies: 
 all research data should become publicly available 



Which raw data to archive?

 Data related to high-impact, complicated or remarkable structures with 
demanding structure solution and refinement 

 Data with particular features, like (non-)merohedral twinning, 
multiple lattices, diffuse scattering, incommensurate modulation

 Data of from which the structure could not be solved



Where to archive?













• Reflections can be indexed in a 
orthorombic or monoclinic lattice

• Structures could be solved for 
h=even

Carefully look at your data: Diaquobis(salicylato)copper(II) 

Not ignoring diffraction features
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mono
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stacking lattice 
the structure is 
ordered

OD structure

Croat. Chem. Acta 2018, 91(2), 289–298 



Raw data would complement the extensive archives of derived 
(coordinates) and processed (structure factors) data

• CheckCIF: syntax, consistency, completeness, validation
Acta Cryst. C  requires unmerged structure factors

• Macromolecular crystallography: PDB validation report wwPDB, 
Structure factors CIF and check with coordinates

• CheckCIF for raw data (CommDat/COMCIFS): three levels
 Check for consistency, completeness of metadata
 Reprocessing: sufficient metadata?
 How much of the data is understood? 

indexing; lattice symmetry; pseudo 
merohedral twinning; incommensurate;
data reduction; diffuse scattering

Journal
Editors/
Referees

Structure and data validation





miniCBF Full ImgCIF/CBF



How “Raw” can/should the data be?

BrukerNonius KappaCCD images
FR591 rotating anode

-> Distorted/warped
image data

Data from in-house diffractometer
with commercial software package



Shouldn’t the images be 
unwarped, corrected for 
sensitivity and dark current and 
dezingered to be re-usable?



EVAL software



EVAL software

Images formats and 
compressions should be 
publically available



Vendors should make 
provisions for 
exporting raw data in 
a re-usable format



New section in IUCrData: Raw Data Letters

IUCrData, the peer-reviewed open-access data publication from the International Union 

of Crystallography (IUCr), is launching a new section for authors to describe their 

unprocessed or "raw" diffraction images. This is a collaborative innovation of IUCr

Journals with the IUCr Committee on Data.

The new section will publish short descriptions of crystallographic raw data sets in the 

biological, chemical or materials science fields and provide a persistent link to the 

location of the raw data. This will allow researchers to attract attention to particular 

features of the data that could be of interest to methods and software developers or 

may be relevant to the structural interpretation. 

The IUCr will adhere to the FAIR principles for which the correctness and completeness 

of the metadata are crucial, and these will be central to the reviewing process.



The new section will be 

accepting submissions from 

the autumn and anyone 

wanting to know more 

should contact the IUCr

Editorial Office 

(med@iucr.org).



CheckCif for raw data
• Parser to extract meta data 

and write it in imgCIF
• Check validity of meta data



Conclusions

• It is strongly encouraged to archive raw data sets associated 
with publications

• It is possible to archive raw data sets for free: Zenodo
• The CX community has started publishing raw data
• The CX community should discuss what is meant with 

“Raw” data:  unprocessed vs. re-usable 


